A mobile wireless delay-tolerant network (DTN) model is proposed and analysed, in which nodes move on an infinite plane along straight lines. Each node selects a new direction of travel from an arbitrary distribution, changing direction at time instances forming a Poisson process; all nodes maintain constant speed. A single information packet is travelling towards a given direction using both wireless transmissions and sojourns on node buffers, according to a routing rule in a broad class of possible protocols. For this model, we compute the long-term averages of (i) the speed with which the packet travels towards its destination, and (ii) the rate with which the wireless transmission cost accumulates. Because of the complexity of the problem, we employ two intuitive, simplifying approximations; simulations verify that the approximation error is typically small. Our results quantify the fundamental trade-off that exists in mobile wireless DTNs between the packet speed and the packet delivery cost. The general framework developed here is both general and versatile, and can be used as a starting point for further investigation. 
I. INTRODUCTION
In delay-tolerant networks (DTNs), packet delivery delays are often comparable in duration to the time it typically takes for the network topology to change. This means that packets have the opportunity to take advantage of such topology changes. An important class of DTNs is that of mobile wireless DTNs, where communication is over a wireless channel and changes in the topology are due to node mobility. Such networks appear in disparate settings, and may be comprised of sensors, smartphones, vehicles, and even satellites [2] .
We propose and analyse a mobile wireless DTN model consisting of an infinite number of nodes moving on an infinite plane. Each node moves with a constant speed along a straight line, choosing a new travel direction (from a given distribution) at time instances forming a Poisson process. Nodes move independently of each other. It is assumed that a single information packet needs to travel to a destination located at an infinite distance in a given direction; two modes of transport are possible: wireless transmission and physical transports on the buffer of a node. Wireless transmissions are instantaneous, but come at a transmission cost that is a function of the vector specifying the change in the packet location due to the transmission (and not simply the distance covered, therefore the cost may be anisotropic). Physical transports, on the other hand, do not have an associated cost, but they introduce delays. The packet alternates between the two modes of transport using a routing rule selected from a broad class of such protocols that are described in terms of two quantities: a forwarding region and a potential function.
In this setting, we define two performance metrics that characterize the specific routing rule used. The first one is the packet speed, defined as the limit, as the packet travel time goes to infinity, of the ratio of the distance covered divided by the travel time. The second one is the normalized packet cost, defined as the limit, as the packet travel time goes to infinity, of the ratio of the cost incurred divided by the distance covered.
Because of the generality and mathematical complexity of this model, in order to compute the values of these two metrics we introduce two simplifying approximations that allow us to use tools from the theory of Markov chains: the second-order approximation of Section III-G, and the time-invariance approximation of Section V-D. Both approximations judiciously introduce renewals in the node mobility process. Under these assumptions we show that the packet's travel direction can be described as a discrete-time, continuous-state Markov chain, where each time slot of the chain corresponds either to a packet transmission or to a time interval during which the packet travels along a straight line on the buffer of a node.
Under general, natural assumptions on the class of routing rules considered (see Sections III-F, V-A and VI), we show that the resulting chain is uniformly (geometrically) ergodic, its transition kernel can be precisely identified, and we can compute its unique invariant distribution. The actual values of the two performance metrics can then be computed explicitly in terms of this this distribution.
Simulations results (see Figures 5, 6 and 7 in Section VII-B) show that the errors introduced by the approximation are modest and typically small; namely, less that 10% on the average for the numerical results we present. Furthermore, the qualitative trends and trade-offs revealed by our analytical results are in all cases confirmed by the simulation experiments. In particular, it is demonstrated that, as expected, the packet can travel faster towards its destination, but at a higher transmission cost due to the more frequent use of wireless transmissions, and vice-versa.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss related work in this field. In Section III we introduce the precise network model and the corresponding performance metrics. The analysis is carried out in Sections IV, V, and VI. In Section VII we present numerical results for a specific setting. Section VIII contains some concluding remarks, and we collect some of the more technical proofs and computations in the Appendix. infinite plane; each sensor moves along a straight line in a fixed random direction and at a random speed, sensing for 'targets.' For this model, the authors compute the values of various performance metrics related to the quality of target coverage provided by the network; namely, they compute the percentage of the area covered at any given time instant, as well as the time needed for a target located outside the coverage region to be sensed, for both mobile and immobile targets. Finally, in [18] the authors study a network of nodes moving according to independent Brownian motions in R d ; two nodes are in contact whenever they are within some threshold distance from each other. Here the authors compute three important quantities: the time until a target (mobile or immobile) comes in contact with any of the nodes, the time until the nodes come in contact with all points in a given subset, and the time until a target comes in contact with a node belonging to an infinite connected component of the network. Although all these works do not involve the physical transport of information, the tools we develop in this work may be applicable to many of the scenarios involved. For example, the incidence rates derived in Section V can be used in a mobile sensor setting to compute the rate with which a mobile sensor with an arbitrary sensing region encounters targets.
As already mentioned, the mathematical complexity of our two-dimensional network model and the generality of the routing protocols we consider, have necessitated the use of approximations. An alternative approach is to avoid approximations altogether, arriving at exact results, but starting with a much simpler network model. This is the approach taken in [19] , where a one-dimensional discrete network on a torus is studied. There, the network consists of n locations on which two mobile nodes perform independent random walks. A single packet travels in the clockwise direction on the buffer of one of the nodes, and it only gets transmitted from one node to the other when these are collocated, the current packet carrier is moving in the counter-clockwise direction, and the other node is travelling in the clockwise direction. Using probabilistic tools from the theory of Markov chains, explicit expressions are derived for the long-term average packet speed and for the steady-state average number of wireless transmissions per unit time.
Finally, we note that, on one hand, the present results can be seen as concluding the research thread of [20] , [21] , [22] : Here, we employ a more detailed analysis based on more refined approximations and stronger probabilistic tools, and we also consider a very general class of routing rules described simply in terms of a forwarding region and a potential function. On the other hand, we believe that the model we consider admits interesting generalizations in several directions, and that the tools we introduce can be effectively applied in a variety of related problems. In this sense, we also view this work as the starting point for further investigation of the performance of DTNs and associated routing protocols.
III. NETWORK MODEL

A. Node mobility
At time t = 0, infinitely many nodes are placed on the plane R 2 according to a uniform Poisson point process (PPP) with (node) density λ > 0. Subsequently, each node travels on R 2 , independently of the rest of the nodes, according to the following random waypoint mobility model (here and in the rest of this work, directions of travel are specified in terms of the angle θ ∈ [−π, π) they form with the positive direction of the x-axis): the node selects a random travel direction D 1 according to a (not necessarily uniform) direction density f D : [−π, π) → [0, ∞); the node moves in this direction along a straight line with constant node speed v 0 > 0, for a random duration of time E 1 that follows an exponential distribution with mean 1/r 0 ; the parameter r 0 > 0 is the (node) turning rate. The node then picks another random travel direction D 2 from the same density f D , and travels in that direction for another exponentially distributed amount of time E 2 (again with mean 1/r 0 ), and so on, ad infinitum. The random variables (RVs) {D i } and {E i } are all independent of each other.
The density f D can be used to describe situations where the nodes have preferred directions of travel; for example, in a Manhattan-like city center, we expect most nodes to be travelling along two main axes.
For our results we require that there is an D > 0 such that f D does not take values in (0, D ), i.e., f D can be 0 but in the set where it is not 0 it is bounded away from 0. However, in order to keep the notation simple, in the rest of this discussion we also assume that f D is strictly positive everywhere. Indeed, if f D is zero on some subset of [−π, π), then this set can be removed from consideration and all subsequent analysis applies without change.
Note that the time instants when the travel direction of a given node changes form a Poisson process with rate r 0 , and by the displacement theorem [23, Theorem 1.10], at any time instant t > 0, the locations of all nodes follow a PPP with density λ. Finally, because the distribution of the duration of time a node keeps its travel direction is not a function of its current direction, the travel direction of a given node at any fixed time t > 0 has density f D .
B. Transceiver model
Nodes are equipped with transceivers with which they can exchange packets. Suppose node 1 wants to transmit a packet to node 2, whose relative location with respect to node 1 is described by the vector r = (r, φ); that is, node 2 is at a distance r = |r| ≥ 0 from node 1, in direction φ ∈ [−π, π). We assume that such a transmission has (wireless transmission) cost C(r), for some fixed cost function C with C(0) = 0, that all packets have the same length, and that all transmissions are instantaneous.
Some remarks on our transceiver model choice are in order. First, the cost C(r) can be used to model the energy dissipated by the transmitter in order for the packet to reach a relative location r [24] , or the cost (in lost throughput) of having to silence other transmitters so that the transmission is received correctly by the receiver [3] . Second, allowing the cost to be a function of the vector r and not just its length r = |r| allows us to treat cases where there is anisotropy in the environment; for example, in a Manhattan-like environment we expect the energy dissipated for transmitting at a given distance in the directions of the street/avenues to be less than the energy in other directions, as the signals in the former case do not have to pass through as many buildings.
Third, C(r) can be interpreted as the expected value of the transmission cost in case this is random, e.g., due to fading. All our results, appropriately interpreted, continue to hold in that case, provided the sources of randomness in the cost are independent from all other sources of randomness. We make no more reference to such interpretations in the rest of this work. Fourth, the assumption that the transmission is instantaneous is made for mathematical convenience, and it is very reasonable in our delay-tolerant context. Indeed, we are interested in measuring delays that are comparable to the time needed for the topology to change significantly, whereas the time needed for the transmission of a packet is typically such that the locations of the transmitter, the receiver and the other nodes in their vicinity do not change perceptibly. Finally, our model does not explicitly capture the interaction between packets, i.e., there is no contention for the channel; the need for all packets to share the available bandwidth is implicitly modelled through the use of the wireless transmission cost function C(r).
C. Traffic model
We consider a single, tagged packet, created at time t = 0, that must travel to a destination placed at an infinite distance away from the packet source. With no loss of generality, we take the destination to be in the direction of the positive x-axis.
The assumption that the packet destination is located at an infinite distance away is made for mathematical convenience; we plan to calculate performance metrics using the invariant distribution of a Markov chain, and for this reason it is necessary for the length of the packet travel to be infinite; we expect these metrics to be relevant in the design of real networks provided packets travel for finite but not small distances.
Given that the destination of the packet is in the direction of the positive x-axis, in the following, we define a travel direction θ 1 to be better than a travel direction θ 2 if |θ 1 | < |θ 2 |; therefore, if the packet changes its travel direction to a better one, it starts approaching its destination faster. We will also use the terms equal, best, worse, and worst, for directions of travel, in the same sense.
The packet can travel to the destination using a hybrid geographic/delay-tolerant routing rule (RR) that uses combinations of wireless transmissions (the geographic part of the RR) and sojourns along the buffers of nodes (the delay-tolerant part of the RR).
D. Stages
Irrespective of the RR used, we can break the travel of the tagged packet towards its destination into an infinite sequence of stages i = 1, 2, . . . , with each stage i corresponding to either a single wireless transmission (in which case we call it a (wireless) transmission stage between a transmitter and a receiver), or a single sojourn on the buffer of a node, the carrier, while its travel direction does not change (which we call a buffering stage). Observe that a new stage will occur even if the carrier changes its direction but the packet stays with it. Therefore, each stage is associated with exactly one of the linear segments comprising the packet trajectory. Since nodes change directions after exponential times and the packet destination is located at an infinite distance away from its source, there will be an infinite number of stages with probability 1.
With each stage i = 1, 2, . . . , we associate a number of RVs. Firstly, let Θ i ∈ [−π, π) denote the carrier travel direction in the case of buffering stages, and the travel direction of the receiver in the case of transmission stages. Let T i−1 , T i be the time instants when stage i starts and ends, respectively, and ∆ i = T i − T i−1 be its duration. Observe that ∆ i = 0 for transmission stages and ∆ i > 0 for buffering stages. Let (X W,i , Y W,i ) be the changes in the coordinates of the packet due to the wireless transmission at stage i, and let C i = C(X W,i , Y W,i ) be the associated transmission cost so that, if i is a buffering stage, then X W,i = Y Wi = C W,i = 0. Likewise, let X B,i be the change in the x-coordinate of the packet due to the buffering in stage i so that, if it is a transmission stage, then X B,i = 0. Observe that X B,i = v 0 ∆ i cos Θ i . Finally, write X i = X W,i + X B,i . We will refer to any change of the x-coordinate as progress. We collect all these RVs in Table I . 
E. Performance metrics
We describe the performance of the RR employed in terms of the (packet) speed V p , defined as,
and the (normalized packet) cost C p ,
In the sequel we will show that, under appropriate conditions, these limits indeed exist and are constant, with probability 1. The packet speed V p represents the limit of the average rate (in units of distance over time) with which the packet makes progress towards its destination, as the number of stages goes to infinity. Similarly, C p represents the limit of the average rate (in units of cost over distance) with which cost is accumulated in the long run as the packet progresses towards its destination.
Although it is straightforward to estimate the values of V p and C p through simulation, it is hard to determine them analytically. One reason is that the sequence {(X W,i , Y W,i , X B,i , ∆ i ) ; i ≥ 1} does not for a Markov chain. Therefore, one would have to consider the original continuous-time chain on an infinite-dimensional state space, describing the positions and travel directions of all nodes on the plane at any given time t; clearly this is a daunting task. For this reason, we introduce two approximation assumptions that create artificial regeneration epochs in the analysis. These assumptions are chosen in a judicious manner, allowing us both to apply tools from Markov chains, and to guarantee that the induced approximation errors in the computations of V p and C p are modest in size. This is indeed shown to be the case through numerous simulation examples, for a wide range of parameters.
Finally, we expect a trade-off to exist between the cost and the speed: if an efficiently designed RR makes heavy use of wireless transmissions, we expect the packet to travel fast towards its destination, but at a significant cost; on the other hand, if an efficiently designed RR makes light use of transmissions, the cost will be low but the packet will also make slow progress towards its destination. Our simulation results also verify the existence of this trade-off for the class of RRs considered in this paper.
F. Routing rules
For the rest of this work we limit our attention to the following class of RRs, described in terms of a forwarding region and a potential function. First we need to introduce a simple notational convention.
Notation. All node locations r in R 2 are described in polar coordinates, r = (r, φ) and they are always understood to be relative locations of one node relative to another, or relative to the origin 0 ∈ R. With a slight abuse of notation, we perform operations between locations as if they were written in Euclidean coordinates. For example, if the locations of nodes A and B with respect to the origin are r A and r B , respectively, then the location of B relative to A is r B − r A .
Let the Forwarding Region (FR) F be the (nonempty) closed, bounded and convex subset of R 2 , defined as,
in terms of an arbitrary bounded boundary function b : [−π, π) → [0, ∞); observe that (0, 0) = 0 ∈ F. We also assume throughout that the cost function C is bounded on the bounded region F. The FR of an arbitrary node A located at r A is, F(A) F translated so that 0 is at r A = r A + F.
Suppose the packet is with a node at the origin. The suitability of a node located at position r ∈ F and travelling in direction θ ∈ [−π, π) is described by the potential function U (θ, r); the higher the potential, the more suitable the node is. Different choices of the two functions b and U give rise to different RRs within the class. We make the following assumptions: Assumption 1. U is a continuous, strictly monotonic function of θ, in the following sense: if
, for any r 3 such that both r 1 − r 3 and r 1 − r 3 belong to F. Assumption 1 says that, if a node changes its direction of travel to a strictly better one, then it becomes strictly more appealing for buffering the packet. Clearly, for any reasonable choice of the potential we should have that, if
. Excluding the case of equality, U (θ 1 , r) = U (θ 2 , r), simplifies the analysis because it allows us to conclude that, at any time instant, all nodes in the same FR have different potentials, with probability 1. Allowing equality would require a longer but not substantially different analysis. The performance of protocols using potential functions where equality may hold can be approximated well by slightly modifying the potential, e.g., by adding a small corrective term − |θ|, for some > 0; therefore, this assumption does not limit significantly the scope of our work.
Assumption 2 means that, if a node A located at r 1 and travelling in direction θ 1 , is less appealing than a node B located at r 2 and travelling with direction θ 2 , according to a node C located at the origin, then node A should also be less appealing than B to any other node D that has both A and B in its forwarding region. In other words, nodes should agree among themselves, at all times, about which of two nodes is better for buffering the packet; otherwise, there may be routing loops. Clearly, in this geographic routing context, any reasonable choice for the potential function should naturally satisfy this assumption.
Two more assumptions will be introduced later on in the analysis. Collectively, the four assumptions are satisfied for many, perhaps most, reasonable choices of the functions b(φ) and U (θ, r), adequately covering the spectrum of routing protocol design requirements. The assumptions are made partly for mathematical convenience, and they could be relaxed in various different directions without making the analysis substantially harder. Also, our analysis does not require the specification of particular choices for the functions b and U , that is, of a particular RR; we consider a specific example in Section VII where we present numerical results.
Having defined the all the key concepts, we can now specify the routing rule:
Routing rule. The packet travels on the buffer of a carrier node A i until another node A i+1 , which we refer to as the eligible node, is found; A i+1 is eligible if it lies in F(A i ) and its potential is greater than that of A i and of all other nodes within F(A i ). The packet is instantaneously transmitted to A i+1 and the same rule is applied again. Then either another eligible node, A i+2 , is immediately found, in which case the packet is transmitted to A i+2 at the same time instant, or a sojourn on the buffer of node A i+1 is initiated; and so on.
In Table II we collect all the quantities used so far in modelling the network. 
G. Second-order approximation and its consequences
Here we introduce the first of our two approximations, which pertains to what happens between stages.
Second-order approximation:
1) The moment a receiver A receives the packet from a transmitter B, the complete mobility process is reinitialized, except that the position and travel direction of node A are maintained and all nodes that appear (after the re-initialization) in F(A) ∩ F(B) and whose potential is greater than that of A are removed.
2) The moment a carrier A changes its travel direction from θ to a better one, θ , the complete mobility process is re-initialized, except that the position and travel direction of node A are maintained and all nodes in F(A) whose potential is greater than the new potential U (θ , 0) of A are removed.
3) The moment a carrier A changes its travel direction from θ to a worse one, θ , the complete mobility process is re-initialized, except that the position and travel direction of node A are maintained and all nodes in F(A) whose potential is greater than the old potential U (θ, 0) of A are removed. Note that by 're-initialization' we mean that all nodes are placed in all of R 2 again as they were at time t = 0. Intuitively, the approximation introduces regeneration points in the mobility process, so that a Markov chain that is amenable to analysis may later on be defined. However, it does so without eligible nodes suddenly appearing out of nowhere in the FR; ineligible nodes do appear, however such nodes might have already been present in the FR before the regeneration, so the regeneration has the effect of reshuffling them, and the performance of the RR is not significantly affected.
We call this approximation 'second-order' to differentiate it from: 1) the first-order approximation used in [21] , [22] (with different names), under which, whenever a node A receives the packet or changes its travel direction, the mobility process is regenerated, keeping node A's position and travel direction, but without removing eligible nodes that appeared due to the regeneration; 2) the even coarser basic approximation of [20] under which, whenever a node A receives the packet, the mobility process is re-initialized keeping node A's position but not its travel direction, and without removing any eligible nodes.
IV. TRANSMISSION STAGE ANALYSIS
As the first step of the analysis, in this section we compute explicit expressions for a number of quantities related to what stage follows a wireless transmission stage. The setting here, shown in Fig. 1 , is as follows: a node A is travelling in direction θ ∈ [−π, π) and has just received the packet from some node B such that the position of A relative to B is r ∈ F(B). Our quantities of interest here are functions of θ and r. Write,
for the locations in F(A) but not in F(B). Let E(N ; θ, r) be the expected number of nodes in G(r) whose potential is greater than that of A, so that,
where dA is the infinitesimal area element corresponding to r , and the indicator function 1[X ] is equal to 1 if the condition X holds and to 0 if it does not. Also, let P E (θ, r) denote the probability of the event E(θ, r) that G(r) does not contain an eligible node, i.e., that a new buffering stage will commence at the moment node A receives the packet. This event will occur if there are no nodes in G(r) whose potential is greater than the potential of A. The number N of such nodes has a Poisson distribution with mean E(N ; θ, r), therefore, When both U (θ, 0) < U (θ , r ) and r ∈ G(r), the joint density of the location r and direction θ of node C is λf D (θ ), and C will receive the packet if there is no other node in G(r) that is better than C. The expected number of such nodes is (cf. with the derivation of (3)),
where, as before, dA is the infinitesimal area element corresponding to r , and as their number is Poisson distributed, we have,
Combining all cases, we have
Observe that, for all θ ∈ [−π, π), r ∈ F, we must have
This is due to the fact that, upon the reception of a packet, either a sojourn will start, or another transmission will take place, with probability 1.
V. BUFFERING STAGE ANALYSIS
As the second step of the analysis, in this section we compute explicit expressions for a number of quantities related to what stage follows a buffering stage. Specifically, suppose that at time t = T i−1 a buffering stage i starts with the packet in the buffer of a node A, and travelling in direction Θ i = θ ∈ [−π, π). The buffering ends at time
We partition the event corresponding to the end of the buffering stage i into four families of disjoint events, each one describing a different manner in which the buffering will end. We then use our second approximation, introduced in Section V-D, to compute the probability of each of these events.
A. Four families of events
Given the value of Θ i = θ, first we define the collection of events,
where A(θ, θ ) is the event that the buffering ends because, at time T i , node A changes its travel direction from θ to θ , while no eligible node is found. Second, we let,
where B(θ, θ , r ) is the event that the buffering ends because, at time T i , node A changes its travel direction from θ to some θ and an eligible node is immediately found in location r ∈ F(A) and travelling in direction θ .
The third collection of events we will consider is,
where C(θ, θ , r ) is the event that the buffering ends because, at time T i , while A is still travelling in direction θ, a node B located at r ∈ F(A) changes direction from some previous θ to θ , thus becoming eligible.
To define the fourth family, we first need to introduce another mild assumption on the FR F and the potential U , complementing the assumptions of Section III-C regarding the RR. For any θ, θ , let K = K(θ, θ ) denote the subset of the FR of a node A travelling in direction θ, where U (θ , r) > U (θ, 0); cf. Figure 2 . Therefore, nodes that enter K from the outside, immediately become eligible.
Assumption 3. We assume that, for any θ, θ ∈ [−π, π), the region K = K(θ, θ ) is convex. Let the threshold curve, b(s; θ, θ ), parametrized by s ∈ [0, 1], be the curve separating K and K c . We assume that the curvature of b is uniformly bounded, in that b(s; θ, θ ) is differentiable with respect to s, for almost every s ∈ [0, 1], and there exists a finite constant M b , independent of θ, θ , such that the magnitude of the derivative b (s; θ, θ ) with respect to s is bounded by
Note that Assumption 3 implies that the length of the curve b(s; θ, θ ) is bounded, a property which is obviously satisfied for any reasonable choice of the potential U (θ, r), provided the parametrization b(s; θ, θ ) is suitably chosen. [For concreteness, we also mention that the derivative b with respect to s above is taken on the x-and ycoordinates of b.] Let t(s; θ, θ ) denote the unit vector perpendicular to the curve b(s; θ, θ ) at the location specified by s, and pointing in the direction of lower potential. Observe that changing s to s + ds traces an infinitesimal line segment of length ds|b |(s; θ, θ ) that is perpendicular to t(s; θ, θ ); see Figure 2 . Clearly, a node that "hits" the curve b from outside K immediately becomes eligible.
We can now define the last collection of events of interest here,
where D(θ, θ , s) denotes the event that the buffering ends because, at time T i , an eligible node appears at the position of the boundary of K corresponding to s, travelling with direction θ Finally, we write,
and we note that P ∪ E∈U (θ) E|Θ i = θ = 1, i.e., these four cases cover every possible scenario, with probability 1.
Setting used in defining the family D(θ).
B. Transition rates
Let θ, θ ∈ [−π, π), r ∈ F and s ∈ [0, 1] arbitrary, let dA denote the infinitesimal area element in location r as before, and let t = 0. With a slight abuse of notation we define the transition rates r A (θ, θ ), r B (θ, θ , r ), r C (θ, θ , r ), and r D (θ, θ , s), as:
Intuitively, these rates describe the infinitesimal probability that a buffering stage will end exactly in each one of the four possible scenarios discussed above, after an infinitesimal duration of time ∆ i ∈ [0, dt]. Formally, we could define r A (θ, θ ), via the limit,
as δθ , δt ↓ 0, and similarly for the other three transition rates. We now proceed to derive expressions for each of them, in terms of the network model and the RR parameters specified earlier; cf. Table II . Again, with a slight abuse of terminology and notation, in the subsequent discussion we omit the adjective "infinitesimal" most of the time, e.g., referring to the quantities in the right-hand sides of (7)- (10) simply as "probabilities." Regarding r A (θ, θ ), the probability in the right-hand side of (7) is equal to the product of five different quantities: (a) the probability r 0 dt that node A will change its direction during that interval; (b) the probability f D (θ )dθ that A will pick direction θ ; (c) the probability that there are no eligible nodes in F(A) with potential at most U (θ, 0) but greater than U (θ , 0), which is (recall the derivation of (4)),
(d) the probability, p 1 , say, that no event in C(θ) will occur before A(θ, θ ); and (e) the probability, p 2 , say, that that no event in D(θ) will occur before A(θ, θ ). Now observe that p 1 is bounded below by the probability 1 − λ|F(A)|r 0 dt that no node in a region of area |F(A)| will change travel direction in a time interval of duration dt. As for p 2 , we claim that it is bounded below by 1 − 2v 0 λM b dt, where M b is the bound to the length of the curves b(s; θ, θ ) specified by Assumption 3. Indeed, the expected number of nodes with a given travel direction θ and density λf (θ )dθ that cross b(s; θ, θ ), whose length is less than M b , in a time interval [0, dt], with a relative speed less than 2v 0 , is less than λf (θ )dθ M b 2v 0 dt. Integrating over all θ , it follows that the expected number of all such nodes is less than 2v 0 λM b dt. As the distribution of their total number is Poisson, the probability that no node will cross some curve b(s; θ, θ ) in a time interval [0, dt] is greater than 1 − 2v 0 λM b dt, and so p 2 ≥ 1 − 2v 0 λM b dt. We note that similar arguments can be used in the calculation of the other three transition rates to show that the probability that an event of a different type occurs does not affect the rate; as these arguments are straightforward, they will be omitted.
Combining the above estimates and ignoring terms of order (dt) 2 , it follows that,
Regarding r B (θ, θ , r ), note that, if U (θ , r ) > U (θ, 0), then the probability in the right-hand side of (8) is zero because the condition implies that there was an eligible node before A changed direction. However, if U (θ, 0) ≥ U (θ , r ), then this probability can again be expressed as the product of four different terms: (a) the probability r 0 dt that node A will change its travel direction during the interval [0, dt]; (b) the probability,
that its new direction θ will lead to a lower potential than U (θ , r ) (otherwise, the packet would have stayed with A); (c) the probability λf D (θ )dA dθ that there is a node at the specified location r with the specified travel direction θ ; and (d) the probability that there is no node in F(A) that is better than that node, which is (cf. with the derivation of (4)),
Therefore,
Regarding r C (θ, θ , r ), the probability in the right-hand side of (9) is zero when U (θ , r ) ≤ U (θ, 0). Otherwise, it is equal to the probability that there is a node within the specified area,
multiplied with the probability r 0 f D (θ )dθ dt that that node will turn to direction θ . Therefore,
Regarding rate r D (θ, θ , s), observe that nodes that move in direction θ appear to node A to be moving with relative speed v 0 e jθ − v 0 e jθ ; cf. Figure 3 . Also observe that, in order for the probability on the right-hand side of (10) to be nonzero, the inner product (v 0 e jθ − v 0 e jθ ) · t(s; θ, θ ) must be negative (as shown in the figure) so that nodes with travel direction θ are hitting the boundary from the outside of K. Then, this probability is equal to the density of nodes λf D (θ )dθ travelling in direction θ , multiplied with the area of the parallelogram (which appears shaded in the figure) with sides of length |v 0 e jθ − v 0 e jθ |dt and |b (s; θ, θ )|ds, at an angle χ. Therefore,
and noting that the inner product,
we obtain: Having computed expressions for r A , r B r C and r A , we finally define one last family of transition rates that will be used in subsequent derivations. First, given the value of Θ i = θ as before, we define the family of events,
whereD(θ, θ , r ) is the event that the buffering ends because, at time T i , an eligible node appears at position r on the curve b(s; θ, θ ), travelling in direction θ . Also we define the transition rates,
Observe that rD(θ, θ , r ) is simply a different representation of r D (θ, θ , s), and it can be easily recovered from knowing r D (θ, θ , s) and b(s; θ, θ ). Indeed, fixing θ and θ , the rate r D (θ, θ , s) only specifies the transition rates of eligible node arrivals but not their locations; these are provided by the function b(s; θ, θ ); on the other hand, the rate rD(θ, θ , r ) already contains this information. In particular, we have,
for anyF ⊂ F, with F = {s :
In our numerical calculations later or, we calculate the rate rD(θ, θ , r ), for a specific pair θ, θ and for all r , as follows. First, we discretize s, defining N values s i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N to cover [0, 1], each associated with an interval of length δs i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N , the intervals partitioning [0, 1]. Then, we discretize r , defining M values r j , j = 1, 2, . . . , M , each associated with an area δA j , the areas partitioning F. We map each s i to the location r j nearest to b(θ, θ , s i ), and we denote the resulting map by r m (θ, θ , ·). And setting,
we have a discretized version of (15).
C. Aggregate rates
We also define the aggregate rates r A (θ), r B (θ), r C (θ), r D (θ), and r(θ) as follows:
The interpretation of the first four rates above is that, each one of them, multiplied by dt, is the infinitesimal (conditional) probability that an event from the corresponding family will occur after a time ∆ i ∈ [0, dt], given that the packet is travelling in direction Θ i = θ. And the last one rate, r(θ), multiplied by dt, gives the probability that the buffering of stage i will end after a time
Observe that we must have,
as the union of the events belonging to the families A and B is the event that node A changes direction, which happens with rate r 0 . Therefore,
D. Time invariance approximation and consequences
The transition rates of the events in the four families defined in Section V-A are not independent of the duration ∆ i of the buffering stage. Intuitively, as time progresses, memory accumulates, and the probability of each of them occurring changes. As this fact significantly complicates the analysis required for computation the probability that a specific one of these events occurs, we adopt the following simplifying assumption:
Time invariance approximation: For each incremental event E ∈ U(θ) ∪D(θ), and any time t ≥ 0, as as δt ↓ 0 we have:
Intuitively, under this approximation, the probability that the buffering will end in a specific manner does not change as the stage progresses, but it is equal to the probability that this will happen right at the moment when the buffering starts (and the mobility process has been restarted, due to the second-order approximation). In particular, integrating the above expression over all E ∈ U(θ) ∪D(θ) implies that ∆ i is memoryless in that,
therefore, under the time invariance assumption, each ∆ i is exponentially distributed [25] with rate r(θ).
Furthermore, the time invariance approximation makes it possible to obtain "time-averaged" versions of the expressions for the rates in equations (7)- (10) . For example, adopting the same slight abuse of notation as before, for any event A(θ, θ ) we have,
where the third equality follows from the time invariance approximation, and the last equality from the definition of r A and the fact that, conditional of Θ i = θ, ∆ i is exponential with rate r(θ). Integrating over 0 ≤ t < ∞, we then obtain,
Working in the same manner for the other families, we can arrive at similar results. Summarizing,
18 VI. PERFORMANCE METRICS In this section we will derive expressions for the long-term average packed speed and cost induced by our RR on this network model. These will be expressed in terms of the invariant distribution of an appropriately defined Markov chain. The following is the last technical assumption we need to impose on the potential function:
Assumption 4: The value of U (−π, r) is equal to a constant K for all r ∈ F.
Coupled with the monotonicity of U (θ, r), this assumption simply states that the direction θ = −π is uniformly the worst, irrespective of the location r of a candidate neighbour. Note, however, that the behaviour of U (θ, r) as a function of θ can strongly depend on r, so that 'good' locations can be favoured, in terms of the potential assigned to them, as long as nodes at those locations are not travelling in direction −π. Therefore, this assumption is clearly not significantly restrictive. In technical terms, it will be used to establish the irreducibility of the chain {S i } defined below. As should become evident from the analysis, this assumption could be relaxed, but at the cost of significantly complicating some of the arguments involved, so we will not pursue this direction further.
A. The Markov chain
We define the state S i associated with each stage i ≥ 1, by S i (Θ i , (X W,i , Y W,i )) if i is a wireless transmission stage, and by S i (Θ i , (0, 0)) if i is a buffering stage. The associated state space in which each S i takes values is S = S B ∪ S W , where the buffering state space,
and the transmission state space,
By Assumptions 1 and 4, a node A travelling in direction −π will never receive a packet from a node B, irrespective of its location r and node B's travelling direction, therefore the pairs (−π, r) with r = 0 are not included in S W . Observe that, due to the second-order approximation, the process {S i , i = 1, 2, . . . } forms a Markov chain: If S i = (θ, 0), i.e., i is a buffering stage, then at the start of that stage the complete mobility model was restarted, except that the carrier A kept its direction of travel θ and its FR did not contain nodes with a potential higher than that of A, i.e., U (θ, 0). Likewise, if S i = (θ i , r) with r = 0, i.e., in stage i the packet is transmitted from a node B to a node A located at r ∈ F(B), then, at the moment A received the packet, the whole mobility model was again restarted, except that A kept its direction of travel θ and all nodes with potential higher than U (θ, r) were expunged from F(A) ∩ F(B). In both cases, the complete information remaining about the network is captured in the current state.
The distribution of the chain {S i } may be described as follows. We assume that S 1 = s ∈ S is an arbitrary initial state, and for each i, given S i = (θ, r), the chain moves to a state S i = (θ , r ) according to the following family of conditional distributions, as derived in the previous section: If r = r = 0, the conditional density of S i+1 is,
if r = 0 and r = 0, the conditional density of S i+1 is,
if both r and r are nonzero, the the conditional density of S i+1 is,
where the function g is given in (5); and finally, if r = 0 and r = 0, the the conditional density of S i+1 is,
where δ(·) is Dirac's delta function and the probability P E (θ, r) is given in (4). In the sequel we refer to K BB (θ; θ ), K BW (θ; θ , r ), K W W (θ, r; θ , r ), and K W B (θ, r; θ ) as kernel functions, since they can be used to fully specify the transition kernel of the chain {S i }.
B. Ergodicity
In this section we establish that, under the second-order approximation, the time-invariance approximation, and Assumptions 1-4, the Markov chain is ergodic, with a unique invariant distribution π, to which it converges at a geometric rate.
Let L 1 denote the Lebesgue measure on [−π, π), L 2 denote the Lebesgue measure on F, and δ 0 be the point mass at point 0 = (0, 0) ∈ R 2 . We write ψ for the measure ψ = L 1 × δ 0 + L 1 × L 2 , defined on the state space S, equipped with the usual Borel σ-field. Our first result describes the long-term behaviour of the chain {S i }, and its consequences are stated in detail after that; see [26] for some relevant background on Markov chains. Theorem 1 is proved in the Appendix.
Theorem 1:
Under the second-order approximation, the time-invariance approximation, and Assumptions 1-4, the Markov chain is ψ-irreducible, aperiodic, and uniformly ergodic on the state space S, with a unique invariant measure π to which it converges uniformly geometrically fast. In particular:
1) There are constants B < ∞ and ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that, for any initial state s ∈ S,
for all n ≥ 1 and any (measurable) set A ⊂ S. 2) For any (measurable) function F : S → R with E π [|F (S)|] < ∞, as n → ∞ we have, with probability one,
for any initial state s ∈ S, where S ∼ π.
An important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 is the following domination condition, which will be verified in the Appendix. Intuitively, Lemma 1 says that, irrespective of the current state, with probability at least the chain will be in a uniformly distributed buffering state after two time steps.
Lemma 1: (Doeblin condition) Let µ denote the measure L 1 × δ 0 on S. There is an > 0 such that, for any (measurable) A ⊂ S and any s ∈ S, we have:
Another ingredient of the proof of the ψ-irreducibility part of Theorem 1 is provided by the following one-step reachability bound. Lemma 2 is proved in the Appendix.
The main implications of Theorem 1 for our results are stated in the following corollary, which is proved in the Appendix. In order to state it we need some additional definitions. Given an arbitrary state S 1 = s = (θ, (x W , y W )) in S, let ∆ 1 be exponentially distributed with rate r(θ) if (x W , y W ) = 0, and ∆ 1 = 0 otherwise. Similarly, for each i ≥ 2, given (S 1 , . . . , S i−1 , S i = (θ, (x W , y W ))) and (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ i−1 ), let ∆ i have the same distribution as ∆ 1 given (θ, (x W , y W )). Then {S i = (Θ i , (X W,i , Y W,i ), ∆ i )} defines a new Markov chain, on the state space:
Now suppose S = (Θ, (X W , Y W )) has distribution π and let ∆ be defined as before, conditional on S. Writeπ for the induced joint distribution ofS = (Θ, (X W , Y W ), ∆) onS.
Corollary 1: For any initial state S 1 = s, ∆ 1 = δ, the following ergodic theorems hold with probability one,
As the final step of our analysis, we provide expressions for the performance metrics defined in Section III-E. The following results, stated without proof, are immediate consequences of Corollary 1.
Corollary 2:
For any initial state S 1 = s, ∆ 1 = δ, the limits defining the performance metrics V p and C p in (1) and (2), respectively, exist with probability one, and are given by:
where
Some details regarding the numerical computation of expectations under π andπ are given in Section B of the Appendix.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the approximate results for the performance metrics V p and C p obtained in previous sections, with corresponding simulation results for specific choices of the FR F and the potential function U .
A. Setting
We consider the potential function,
so the packet constantly tries to find nodes with a good travel direction, regardless of their relative location, provided, of course, they are within the FR. And the FR F we consider is specified by the boundary function,
for some a > 0, ∈ (0, 1), so that F is an ellipse whose major axis of length 2a is along the x-axis, its left focus is at the origin, and its eccentricity is . The boundary function is drawn in Figure 4 for a few different choices of the parameters a and . Note that larger values of a make the routing protocol more aggressive in finding nodes to send the packet to, whereas larger values of make the routing protocol more selective regarding the relative locations of neighbouring nodes. In the important special case = 0, F is a circle of radius a, so that the routing protocol gives the packet to any node with a direction better than that of the current holder, as long as the two nodes are within distance a of each other. This choice of boundary function may be the only possible if the nodes only know their travel directions but not their relative locations, and they can exchange packets whenever they are within a communication radius a of each other. Finally, we assume that the transmission cost is quadratic, C(r) = |r| 2 , and for the density of the travel direction f D we take, which all nodes move along the direction of one of two perpendicular axes ; this would happen, for example, with a vehicular network of nodes moving in a rectangular road grid. In Figure 4 we also plot the density f D for three different values of the parameter Θ w . In Table III we collected all the quantities used in the calculations of this section, along with their default values; these values are used in all computations, unless explicitly state otherwise. 
B. Results Figure 5 shows the effects of the shape of the FR (as the eccentricity and the half-axis length a vary) on the packet speed V p and the packet cost C p . Here and in all subsequent figures, the results obtained from our earlier analysis are shown as solid black lines, and the corresponding simulation results are shown as dotted red lines. Observe that, as the half-axis length a increases, the packet speed increases but so does the packet cost increase; this exemplifies the fundamental trade-off between these two metrics. The increase in the speed as a gets larger, is because it becomes more likely for a node with a good travel direction to be available when the carrier changes direction to a bad one, and also because that node is farther ahead on the average. For the same reason, and also because the transmission cost function is quadratic, C p also increases as a increases. In fact, as the figure suggests, both the speed and the cost diverge to infinity as a increases, since the expected progress per wireless transmission increases with a.
Regarding the eccentricity , observe that, starting from = 0 and increasing it, initially leads to higher speed and lower cost. This is natural, as the value = 0 corresponds to a circular FR, therefore, eligible nodes whose relative position is towards the positive x-axis are not given preference; this inefficiency is rectified as initially increases. However, increasing past ≈ 0.6 actually leads to an increase in the cost. Indeed, if the FR is too elliptical, it often happens that the packet is transmitted to nodes that are too far away from the current carrier, albeit with an excellent relative position, although there were other nodes that were much closer to the carrier with a relative position almost as good; as the cost is quadratic, this inevitable increases the packet cost. Large values of the eccentricity also hurt the speed because, when increases, the area of the FR is reduced (the exact formula is |F(A)| = πa 2 √ 1 − 2 ), and the packet spends more time travelling towards relatively bad directions on the buffers of nodes.
In Figure 6 we plot the values of V p and C p versus the two node parameters, namely, the node density λ and the node turning rate r 0 . From the plots in Figure 6 we first observe that, when r 0 is very small, as long as the node density is not very small, the packet speed is almost equal to the node speed. Indeed, the packet stays with a node with a near-perfect direction for a significant amount of time, and in the infrequent cases when that node changes its direction, another one will be found within a relatively short time. Consequently, the packet cost is also very small. On the other hand, when r 0 is not very small, then, the larger r 0 is, i.e., the more frequently a node changes direction, the more frequent are the transmissions to nodes with better directions, and hence both the packet cost and the speed get larger; this effect on the speed crucially depends on the fact that transmissions are, on average, towards the direction of the positive x-axis.
Also, when r 0 is fixed and non-negligible, a low density λ leads to low packet speed, as the packet spends extended periods of time travelling towards bad directions; on the other hand, a large node density means that the packet travels fast, due to frequent transmissions. However, this effect diminishes as, after a while, a node with near-perfect travel direction is guaranteed to exist within the FR whenever the current carrier changes its travel direction; therefore, increasing the density further has no effect. On the other hand, C p is near-constant as λ changes. To understand this, compare the high-density regime with the low-density regime: In the first case, the travel of the packet consists of wireless transmissions and physical transports in the right direction. In the second case, it again consists of wireless transmissions and transports in the right direction, but also involves extended periods of transports in random directions (which, on the average, produce no progress). The two cases differ significantly in their performance in terms of progress per unit time (i.e., the speed) but not in terms of cost per unit distance (in the positive x-axis direction), as transports in random directions have an approximately zero net effect.
Finally, in Figure 7 we plot V p and C p versus the angular width Θ w and the size a of the half-length, when = 0, i.e., the FR F is a circular disk. Once again we observe that, as in Figure 5 , increasing a increases both the speed and the cost. Indeed, the more nodes there are, the higher is the probability that, once the packet changes its travel direction, another node with a good travel direction will be available. However, again as in Figure 5 , as a increases the effects tend to diminish; indeed, after some value of a, the probability that a eligible node with a good direction exists is invariably close to unity.
As for Θ w , its effects are much less pronounced: Both V p and C p change little with Θ w . This can be justified by observing that changing Θ w does not make the directions with which the nodes travel overall better, only differently distributed; still, the effects of Θ w on the performance metrics are remarkably small.
Finally, we note that the discrepancy between the simulation results and our analytical results is generally small and almost always modest. One exception is the setting of Figure 7 in the cases of small values of Θ w and/or large values of a, where the discrepancy is significant. Close investigation has revealed that, in fact, this discrepancy is not due to the inaccuracy of our two simplifying approximations but, rather, due to accumulating numerical errors. Specifically, in this regime, the errors due to the discretizations used increase, because there is a nonnegligible probability that there will be two or more eligible nodes with the exact same (discretized) potential once a packet arrives at a new node or its current holder changes direction. Excepting this case, the discrepancy between simulations and analysis remains modest, although it does increase with r 0 as before (cf. Figure 6) . Indeed, as r 0 increases, the second-order approximation is invoked more frequently, and the rates with which the FR encounters eligible nodes deviate more from those derived using the time invariance approximation.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we first introduced a mobile wireless DTN model in which nodes move on the infinite plane, according to a random waypoint mobility model, and a packet must travel to a destination located at an infinite distance away according to a routing rule that is using both wireless transmissions and physical transports on the buffers of nodes. The routing rule is defined in terms of a forwarding region and a potential function; specifying these leads to different versions of the routing rule. This model is quite general, notably including cases where the transmission cost depends on the direction of the transmission, arbitrary distributions for the direction of node travel, and a large variety of routing rules.
In this setting, we defined two performance metrics: The speed with which the packet travels to its destination, and the rate with which the transmission cost is accumulated. We computed these performance metrics by adopting two simplifying approximations. These approximations ensure a simpler discrete-time Markov chain embedded in the system description can be analysed using general tools from Markov chain theory. The assumptions are intuitive, and furthermore are shown to introduce modest errors, on the order of no more than 10%, in the examples considered in our numerical evaluations.
The present results help quantify the important trade-off that exists in mobile wireless DTNs between the speed with which packets travel to their destinations and the rate with which the transmission cost is accumulated. Also, the methodology we have developed may be extended in a variety of directions, e.g., to include the case where the velocity magnitude is not constant and the duration of time a node spends with a given travel direction depends on its velocity vector. Alternatively, the present development may also be used as a starting point for more accurate analytical approaches, e.g., maintaining more memory in each stage of the Markov chain. Related work on much simpler settings [19] suggests that dispensing with approximations altogether might be a formidable task.
An interesting potential application of our work is towards studying the performance of non-delay-tolerant geographic routing. Consider, for example, a simple routing protocol under which the packet is given to that node within a range R of the current holder that has the largest x-coordinate, provided it is larger than the xcoordinate of the current holder, and irrespective of its travel direction; if no such node exists, the current holder keeps the packet. (Observe that this routing rule can be modelled using our framework, using a circular FR of radius R and the potential function U (θ, r) = x.) Taking the limit as R → ∞ of the cost C p readily gives the performance of a non-delay-tolerant protocol.
Regarding future work, the present setting naturally leads to the problem of finding the best routing rules, e.g., those that achieve Pareto optimal combinations of delays and costs. Tackling this problem with tools from genetic algorithms or multi-armed bandit theory jointly with tools from stochastic geometry might be a fruitful strategy. Also, the assumption that all nodes travel with the same speed is not crucial and could be relaxed; for example, we could use a more general model under which each node travels, independently of all others, with a speed that is constant between the times it changes direction, but the speed changes when the direction changes, and speeds associated with different directions are independent random variables following some given distribution. Likewise, we could assume that the distribution of the duration of time a node spends with a given travel direction does depend on the current travel direction.
On the other hand, two other aspects of our model, namely, the independence of the trajectories of different nodes, and the changes of directions of each node according to a Poisson process, cannot change without affecting the accuracy of our analytical results. This is because our derivations are based on approximations that make the travel direction of a particular packet evolve according to a continuous time Markov chain and, whereas these approximations are reasonable for the present model, they become quite inaccurate in the absence of node independence and memorylessness.
APPENDIX
In the first section of the Appendix we give the proofs of the theoretical results in Section VI. In the remaining sections we describe briefly how our various numerical calculations are performed.
A. Proofs
Below we establish Theorem 1, Lemmas 1 and 2, and Corollary 1. In several parts of the proofs where we need to invoke technical but quite standard arguments, some of the details are omitted.
Proof of Lemma 1: It is obvious that it suffices to establish the result of the lemma for events of the form A = A 0 × {0}, for A 0 ⊂ [−π, π). And by the uniqueness of Carathéodory extension, since the collection of all finite unions of intervals forms an algebra that generates the Borel σ-algebra of S, it further suffices for A 0 to only consider closed intervals, A 0 = [θ 1 , θ 2 ]; see, e.g., [27] , [28] for details. So in the rest of the proof we restrict attention to events A of the form A = [θ 1 , θ 2 ] × {0}.
Also note that, from the expressions derived in Section V-B, it is simple to obtain the following bounds on the transition rates r A , r B , r C , r A , and on r(θ):
Now, if s is of the form s = (θ, 0) for some θ ∈ [−π, π), then for any −π ≤ θ 1 < θ 2 < π,
so that, using the lower bound in (28) and the upper bound in (29), we have that, for some fixed constant δ 1 > 0:
Then, using the Markov property and applying (30) twice,
Similarly, if s is of the form s = (θ, r) for some θ ∈ [−π, π) and r ∈ F, then by the Markov property,
and recalling the expression for E(N ; θ, r) in (3) we clearly have E(N ; θ, r) ≤ λ|F|, so that,
Combining ( Since U is continuous, the image U (I) of I is a closed interval [a, b] . And since I has a nonempty interior, we must have a < b by Assumption 1. Also, by Assumptions 1 and 4, and noting that θ 1 > −π in order to have I ⊂ S W , we must have b > a > U (−π, 0).
Next, pick c, d such that U (−π, 0) < c < d < min{U (0, 0), a}, and let θ 1 and θ 2 be such that U (θ 1 , 0) = c and U (θ 2 , 0) = d; such angles are guaranteed to exist by the intermediate value theorem. Also, observe that U is continuous on the compact set
, so it is uniformly continuous there, which implies that there is a θ B > −π with U (θ, r) < c for all
Now take (θ , r ) ∈ I and θ ∈ (θ 1 , θ 2 ) arbitrary. We will bound r C (θ, θ , r ), given by (13), from below. First note that U (θ , r ) > d and U (θ, 0) < d, therefore U (θ , r ) > U (θ, 0). Also, we have U (θ , r ) < c < U (θ, 0) for all θ ∈ [−π, θ B ]. Therefore,
where the second inequality follows by the fact that f D is assumed bounded below by D . Also recall that r(θ) is bounded above as in (29) .
We are now ready to prove the inequality (25) . For any θ ∈ (θ 1 , θ 2 ), where the interval (θ 1 , θ 2 ) is chosen above,
The last integral is strictly positive because µ (A ∩ I) is nonzero, r C (θ, θ , r ) is bounded away from zero by (33), and r(θ) is bounded above by (29) .
Proof of Theorem 1: First we will establish the ψ-irreducibility and aperiodicity [26] of the chain {S i }. In fact, we will show that, for any n ≥ 3 and any state s ∈ S, the measure ψ(·) is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure P (S i+n ∈ ·|S i = s). To that end, choose and fix an arbitrary state s ∈ S and an arbitrary measurable subset A of S with ψ(A) > 0, so that either
In the first case, Lemma 1 implies that P (S i+2 ∈ A|S i = s ) > 0 for any s , which, together with the Markov property, implies that P (S i+n ∈ A|S i = s) > 0 for all n ≥ 2. In the second case, combining Lemma 1 with Lemma 2 applied to A ∩ S W and with the Markov property, we obtain that there are θ 1 < θ 2 such that,
where the positivity of the last integral follows again from Lemma 2. Finally, using the Markov property once again, we have that P (S i+n ∈ A|S i = s) > 0 for all n ≥ 3, as required. Now, ψ-irreducibility and aperiodicity, together with the Doeblin bound of Lemma 1, imply [26] , [29] , that the chain is uniformly ergodic. Specifically, Lemma 1 implies that the state space S is small, and that the drift condition (V4) of [26] holds with Lyapunov function V ≡ 1. Then [26, Theorem 15.0.1] implies that the chain {S i } has a unique invariant (probability) measure π to which the distribution of S i converges uniformly, as stated in part 1) of the theorem. In particular, the chain {S i } is Harris recurrent, and [26, Theorem 17.0.1] implies that the strong law of large numbers holds for functions F ∈ L 1 (π), as stated in part 2) of the theorem.
Proof of Corollary 1: Since X W,i and C i = C(X W,i , Y W,i ) are bounded, and hence π-integrable, functions of S i = (Θ i , (X W,i , Y Wi )), the first two results immediately follow from Theorem 1. For the next two, letψ denote the
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy to show that the new chain {S i } isψ-irreducible and aperiodic, and also uniformly ergodic. Once again, [26, Theorem 17.0.1] implies that the strong law of large numbers holds for {S i }, and recalling that X B,i = v 0 ∆ i cos Θ i , the last two statements of the corollary will follow as soon as we establish that ∆ is π-integrable. Indeed, since, given Θ = θ, ∆ is exponential with rate r(θ) ≥ r 0 > 0, we have,
completing the proof.
B. The invariant distribution and expectations under π
Here we outline the numerical computation of the expectations in Corollary 1 with respect to the invariant distributions π andπ.
Let ψ B (θ), θ ∈ [−π, π), be the density of Θ i ∈ S B under π, so that we think of ψ(θ)dθ is the long-term infinitesimal proportion of time that Θ i ∈ [θ, θ + dθ) ⊂ S B . Similarly, let ψ W (θ, r), (θ, r) ∈ S W , denote the joint density of Θ i and (X Wi , Y Wi ) ∈ S W under π, so that we think of ψ W (θ)dθdA as the long-term infinitesimal proportion of time that (Θ i , (X W,i , Y W,i )) ∈ [θ, θ + dθ) × dA(r) ⊂ S W , where dA(r) is the infinitesimal area element dA centered at r. In order to compute the functions ψ B (θ) and ψ W (θ, r), we derive balance equations, as follows.
First, note that the proportion of state transitions out of [θ, θ + dθ] is ψ B (θ)dθ. This should be equal to the proportion of transitions into [θ, θ + dθ], for which we observe that the proportion of transitions out of [θ , θ + dθ ] is equal to ψ B (θ )dθ , and of these a proportion rA(θ ,θ) r(θ ) dθ transitions to states inside [θ, θ + dθ]. Likewise, the proportion of transitions out [θ, θ + dθ] × dA(r ), where dA(r ) is the infinitesimal area element centered at r of size dA , is ψ W (θ, r )dθdA . Of these, a proportion P E (θ, r ) enters [θ, θ + dθ]. Therefore, integrating over all relevant state transitions we have,
Second, observe that the proportion of transitions out of [θ, θ + dθ] × dA(r) is ψ W (θ, r)dθdA. This should be equal to the proportion of transitions into that set. To compute that, we observe that the state is in [θ , θ + dθ ] for a proportion of time equal to ψ B (θ )dθ and, at these instances, a proportion of transitions equal to,
Again, integrating over all relevant state transitions we obtain,
In order to compute ψ B (θ) and ψ W (θ, r), we discretize their arguments, which converts the balance equations (35) and (36) into a large linear system; see Section G for details.
Then, having ψ B (θ) and ψ W (θ, r), we can readily derive the following expectations with respect to the invariant distribution of the chain,
where the inner variable of integration in the first integral is r = (x, y).
C. Numerical computation of integrals
In a number of instances in this work we need to compute the values of a multivariate function that is given as a multiple integral. A good example is (3), which is of the following form:
f (θ, r) = π −π F I(θ, r; θ , r ) dA dθ .
We show how we calculate this integral; all other similar integrals in this work are calculated using the same method, mutatis mutandis. First, we discretize the variable θ, considering only the N values,
where N is a positive integer. Second, we discretize r, by placing M points uniformly inside F. This is achieved as follows: we create L 2 points,
where L is a positive integer, and the parameter B is such that the region F (which we have assumed bounded) lies entirely within the square [−B, B] × [−B, B]; then, we keep those M points that are within the region F, denoting them as, r j = (r j , φ j ) = (x j , y j ), j = 1, 2, . . . M,
in polar and Cartesian coordinates respectively. Then, we restrict ourselves to calculating f (θ i , r j ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤ M , and equation (37) 
This integral is calculated approximately as follows: We associate with each point (θ i , r j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤ M , the rectangle,
of volume,
so that these rectangles approximately partition the set [−π, π] × F over which the integral (41) is taken. And finally we set:
I(θ i , r j ; θ i , r j ).
Clearly, the larger N and M are, the closer this approximation to the true values of f (θ, r).
D. Speeding up the computation of E(N ; θ, r)
A time-consuming part of the computations required for our numerical results is the repeated calculation of E(N ; θ, r) using (3). Indeed, E(N ; θ, r) is a function of two variables, and finding each of its values requires the evaluation of a multiple integral. However, assuming that the potential function U (θ, r) is only a function of θ makes this computation simpler. Indeed, in this case we have, where,
Both of these integrals can be computed beforehand for all necessary values of θ and r, either numerically or analytically, and be readily available when the calculation of E(N ; θ, r) starts. Furthermore, when U (θ, r) = −|θ| then we have an even simpler expression for I 1 :
E. Speeding up the computation of g(θ , r ; θ, r)
Another time-consuming part of our computations is the calculation of g(θ , r ; θ, r), using (5). This is because g(θ , r ; θ, r) is a function of four variables, and each of its values requires the evaluation of a multiple integral. The calculation can be significantly simplified if we take into account any special structure of the FR and the potential function. For example, if U (θ, r) is only a function of θ, then (5) simplifies to, where I 1 (θ ) and I 2 (r) are given by (44) and (45).
F. Speeding up the computation of r B (θ, θ , r )
One final computational bottleneck is the calculation of r B (θ, θ , r ) using (12) , because it is a function of three variables and calculating any of its values again involves the evaluation of a multiple integral. Considering, as before, the case where the potential U (θ, r) is a function of θ only, the first integral in (12) becomes, Furthermore, the multiple integral in (12) becomes,
where |F| is the area of F, and,
In order to speed up the relevant calculations, |F|, I 3 (θ ), and I 4 (θ, θ ) can be computed once in the beginning, and made available when the calculation of r B (θ, θ , r ) starts.
G. Numerical solution of (35) and (36)
Finally, here we describe the numerical solution of the system of balance equations (35) and (36) derived in Section B above. As discussed there, we restrict ourselves to computing ψ B (θ) and ψ W (θ, r) only for the discrete sets of values of θ and r given in (38) and (39), respectively, so that (35) and (36) (6) and (18) ensure that the probabilities of transitions out of each state indeed add up to unity in all cases). To solve this system, we write it in the form ψ = Kψ, where ψ is a vector of length N (M + 1) consisting of ψ B followed by each of the columns of ψ W . Since the resulting matrix K is stochastic, by construction, we find an eigenvector corresponding to its top eigenvalue, which, after normalization, provides the required solution.
